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lie Great Behistun Rock and Some Results of a Re-exam- 
ination of the Old Persian In8scrption on it.-By 
Professor A. V. WILLIAMS JACKSON, Columbia University, 
New York City. 

EASTER MONDAY, April 13, 1903, will remain for me a 
memorable date in the calendar, for on that morning, after four 
days on horseback from Hamadan, I caught my first glimpse of 
the mountain of Behistun and the great inscription of Darius. 
For miles before one reaches it the huge mass of rock is con- 
stantly in sight, lifting its giant head 1700 feet above the plain; 
and several times in the distance my eager eyes were mistaken 
in fancying I could see from afar the smoothed surface where 
the Great King's edict is inscribed. This was an error, for in 
approaching by the lHamadan road one must round the north- 
west corner of the mountain before the inscription can be seen. 
It was shortly before noon, or to be more accurate, 11.25 A.M., 
when my caravan halted at the base of Bisitun,' as the Persians 
call it, and far above I could see the inscription and the sculp- 
tured figures which the natives term 'the Nine Dervishes.' 
With all I had read about Behistun, with all I had heard about 
it, and with all I had thought about it beforehand, I had not 
the faintest conception of the Gibraltar-like impressiveness of 
this rugged crag until I came into its Titan presence and felt 
the grandeur of its sombre shadow and towering frame. Snow 
and clouds capped its peaks at the time, and birds innumerable 
were soaring around it aloft or hovering near the place where 
the inscriptions are hewn into the rock. The position of the 
latter is worth noting again. From the descriptions I had read, 
or perhaps from the mental picture I had previously formed of 
the scene, I had always fancied that the inscriptions and the 
sculptures were carved nearer the middle of the mountain, 
whose general contour on this side runs from northeast to south- 
west. Not so. They are cut high up in the side of a steep 
gorge or craggy gully that makes a deep gash in the face of the 
rock and extends three hundred feet downward to the plain 
beneath. But before continuing further with the description, it 
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may be well to turn to the middle part of the mountain front 

itself and see how it is occupied. 
As one faces the great Behistun rock, the striking feature 

which catches the eye is a huge space carved out near the cen- 

tral point but left entirely bare of an inscription. Even Ker 

Porter, Travels, ii. 149-162, seems to have given less attention 

than it deserves to this magnificent taWula rctsa, the more con- 

spicuous because of its vacant wall-like stare. It must have 

been prepared with an especial design of recording some historic 

event, as I felt certain after devoting part of an afternoon to a 

study of it. A space of nearly five hundred feet in length 

(for I paced it off) and over a hundred feet in height has been 

cut out of the mountain front to form a rocky canvas for com- 

memorating some record of importance. The idea that it is 

due to mere quarrying vanishes at once when one studies the 

appearance of it and observes the evident design. Two rocky 

ledges, one proportionately higher than the other, are cut on 

either side to furnish a nearer means of access to the mammoth 

screen, while the overhanging canopy of hewn-out rock forms 

a frame-work above, and a terrace of earth and stones offers an 

approach to the place from below. Such is the general scheme 

and arrangement. The question naturally arises, and is always 

asked by those who have seen the great blank space: 'When 

and by whom was it cut, what was its purpose, and why is it 

without a trace of the cuneiform chronicler's chisel ?' To this 

inquiry the natives respond by saying ' it was the work of 

Ferhad.' The sentiment of such all explanation will appeal to 

every reader of Nizhm!'s romantic epopee; he will recall the 

tragic story of the enamored sculptor and the lovely Shirin, 

and he will trace in fancy the marks of the ambitious wooer's 

steel, or hear the ring of the mallet as the rock yielded to his 

herculean blows. But the classicist at the same moment will 

remember a passage in Diodorus Siculus, 2. 13, telling how 

Semiramis visited ' Bagistanon,' encamped nearby, built a 'par- 

adise' on the spot, and recorded the occasion by an inscription 

on the mountain. The quotation from the Greek author is 

worth repeating for the sake of comparison: 

' When Semiramis had brought to an end the works upon which she 
was engaged, she set out for Media with a large military force and halt- 
ing near the mountain called Bagistan, pitched her camp there. She 
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made a park, twelve furlongs in circumference, in the plain which has 
a great fountain that waters all the cultivated area round about. The 
mountain of Bagistan is sacred to Zeus, and on the side toward the 
garden it has steep rocks extending upward to the height of seventeen 
furlongs. On the lower part of this she caused her own image to be 
carved, with a hundred lance-bearers standing round about her. She 
inscribed likewise in Syriac characters (Xvpiotg 'ppyaot) in the rock, that 
"Semiramis had ascended from the plain to the top of the height by 
laying the packs of the beasts of burden that followed her one upon the 
other." ' 

That we have in this passage a direct allusion to ouir rock is 
undoubted. The only question is whether the story which 
Diodorus gives is to be applied to the unlettered space or to the 
familiar sculptures and inscriptions of Darius. The difficulty 
with the former application is the fact that a careful examina- 
tion of the huge central table does not reveal the slightest trace 
of its ever having been inscribed. I studied it with great atten- 
tion, having in mind the Diodorus passage, and I asked also the 
judgment of my native servant, who was very intelligent in 
such matters; but I could not convince myself that this portion 
of the rock had ever been engraved, or that an inscription had 
been obliterated. If one were inclined to theorize and to build 
up a fanciful hypothesis on flimsy foundations, it would be easy 
to suggest that King Darius, after completing the well-known 
record and sculptures, had directed the present vacant space to 
be prepared for a memorial of his later deeds, especially the 
campaign against Greece. The misfortunes at Athos and Mara- 
thon, the upriSing in Egypt, and the hand of death, frustrated 
his plan, changed the course of history, and left the blank page 
on the rock to bear witness e silentio to the triumph of Hellas 
and the beginning of the downfall of Iran. But this is mere 
guesswork, idle fantasy, especially when one asks why Darius 
should have reserved the central and best position on the moun- 
tain for the last. All that we can say is that the general appear- 
ance of the place and the nature of its surroundings gives the 
impression of great antiquity. So much for the blank and 
unfinished wall space. We may now turn to the well-known 
tablet and sculptures that form the special subject of discussion. 

As stated before, the great record of Darius is situated far- 
ther to the northeast, some four or five hundred paces removed 
from the central point. As one stands beneath and looks 
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three hundred feet upward within the rocky ravine, the general 

outline of the inscription and the figures of Darius, the two 

viziers, and the ten captive kings, come clearly into view. It is 

easy to understand why the natives regard the latter as 'the 

Nine Dervishes,' because the prostrate figure of Gaumata, with 

his upstretched hands, is not so easy to distinguish in the dis- 

tance. As to Skunka with his high Scythian cap, I am inclined 

to agree with the view that his figure was added some time 

after the others were carved. Viewing the smoothed spaces, 

where the inscriptions are cut, the general arrangement could 
be made out, if one knew it beforehand, of the Old Persian in 

the center below the sculptures, the Neo-Elamitic to the left of 

the ledge, and the. Babylonian above this and also above on the 
right. The familiar broad bands indicating by their peculiar 

grayish color where the Water had streamed down and washed 

away portions of the inscription were all too plain. Even at 

the moment, water was oozing out from the upper part of one 

of the tablets and trickling over its face. It was evident at a 

glance that a telescope would be of no service in copying the 

lower part of the Old Persian text, because the projecting ledge 

cut off a portion of the inscription from below. It was neces- 

sary to get nearer. Climbing past huge boulders and fragments 
of fallen crags, which make the ascent of the gorge not easy, it 

was possible to get closer to where the tablets and sculptures 

are. The precipitous sides of the gorge form an angle; the 

Darius record is on the side that faces almost directly toward 

the east. The opposite wall or other face of the shaft-like 

ravine is so steep and rugged as to defy the climber's attempts 

to ascend it for the purpose of photographing the inscriptions 
from their own level. The natives assert that it is practically 

impossible to mount this side of the rocky couloir. The ques- 

tion came, how best to ascend to the inscriptions. 
Having heard from a Persian friend that it would probably 

be best to be let down from above, I had previously studied 

some of the methods employed by the bird-nesters in the 

Hebrides in being lowered by ropes over craggy cliffs. A brief 

examination of the situation, however, showed that the only 
feasible approach was by climbing and being drawn up by cords. 

In less than an hour the preparations for the task were begun. 
Meshed All, the owner of the caravanserai nearest to the rock, 
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found five men who were ready to undertake the ascent. A 
sixth, Kili, the guide and best of them all, was added later; 
and the procession with ropes and a ladder was soon under way 
toward the beetling precipice. Whatever may be said against 
the ladders, which proved of little use, nothing can be main- 
tained against the Persian goat-hair ropes, for their quality is 
excellent. The cords that bound the luggage on the caravan 
pack-horse, supplemented by ropes furnished by the Bisitun 
guides, and firmly fastened about the chest with knots that only 
a Persian knows how to tie, were a pledge of surety against 
slipping and gave confidence for the climb. The stout protest 
of the guides against my riding boots was well founded, as the 
risks of the first day proved; but a happy substitute for these 
was later found in the native g-vcths, resembling rough tennis 
shoes, which were loaned by one of the Persian bystanders and 
firmly sewn upon the feet with a heav&y pack-thread needle. 
All then was ready. The exciting task began. 

The ascent of the first huge fissure in the side of the couloir, 
the clamber with torn hands and clothes along the brink of a 
precipitous crag, the tugging ropes that helped up the steep 
incline of the second rock, the scramble past the thorn bush 
that barred the way farther up, and the final tug and spring 
that brought to the edge of the ledge, together with xaili xub 
' very good,' and the encouraging word of the guides, ' no fear 
now, the danger is over '-will not readily be forgotten. Only 
when one has stood on the narrow ledge by the side of the 
inscriptions and looked out over the magnificent plain far beneath, 
and listened to the dull murmur of the stream below, as it bursts 
from the mountain's base, does one know how to appreciate Raw- 
linson's work. It may interest others, as it did me, to learn that 
he has carved his name in the stone, a few inches below the very 
inscriptions which he first made known to the modern world. 
This he was entitled to do, and one is almost inclined to append 
after his simple 'H. C. Rawlinson, 1844,' the words of ancient 
India's homage-nAamo namah. 

In the words of Rawlinson, ' the climbing of the rock to arrive 
at the inscriptions, if not positively dangerous, is a feat at any 
rate which an antiquary alone could be expected to undertake.' 
On the first day it took a while to get somewhat used to the 
giddy height, so I devoted my attention to examining the gen- 
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eral condition of the rock, making notes, observing the sculp- 
tures, which one can study better, however, from below than from 
the ledge, and to getting the size of the cuneiform letters and 
of the tablets themselves. The four columns of the Old Persian 
record are each about six feet broad. The exact measure- 
ments in meters, if one cares to have them, are: 1st col. = 

1.90; 2d col. = 1.94; 3d col. =1.95 (approx.); 4th col. = 1.94 
(approx.). The 6th column I did not measure, owing to the 
difficulty of its position. The place occupied by the Neo- 
Elamitic (Scythian or Median) inscription is around a crag to 
the left of the Old Persian, as one faces the inscription, and my 
most reliable guide wished to quintuple the price for taking me 
there, while the Babylonian tablet on the overhanging ledge 
above to the left and to the right is absolutely inaccessible, as 
Rawlinson himself discovered, when all his guides failed him 
and he found only one Kurdish shepherd lad who would venture 
and who accomplished with difficulty the risky task of taking the 
squeezes of that inscription (see Archcteologia, xxxiv (1850), pp. 
73-76, and the ]emoir of Sir Henry Rawlinson, by his brother, 
Canon George Rawlinson, pp. 156-157). On looking at the 
mass of scarped rock one wonders how the daring boy ever 
accomplished the perilous feat. Perhaps he still lives and can 
tell, but, as regards Rawlinson, I could not find the slightest 
recollection of him among the inhabitants of whom I inquired; 
but his special Persian guide died a couple of years ago at 
Hamadan, as I learned. 

A study of the Old Persian tablets soon revealed the fact 
that the inscription has suffered much since the days of Rawlin- 

son. Mention has already been made of the water that was 
oozing from the upper part of the inscription when first I saw 
it, so that it 'was wet in places for the space of several feet. 
Some photographs, which I succeeded in taking on the second 
day upon the ledge, make clearer what we have lost and are 

losing, and I fear that other and fresher proofs of this will be 

found when the rock is examined with more detail than was 

possible in my short week's stay. But to one point I wish to 

call attention. I found that after the eye had become accus- 
tomed and had some practice, it was possible to restore lost 

letters and words by a careful examination of the indentures 

which the heavy stroke of the engraver's chisel had left in carv- 
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ing the character. The head of the nail-shaped letter (for the 
Behistun letters look perhaps more like nails than like wedges), 
can still be discerned as a dot or hole in the washed away stone; 
and a knowledge of the cuneiform writing enables one to com- 
bine these dots into skeleton letters that often remove all doubt 
as to the true reading. I understood how Rawlinson must some- 
times have done this, and more easily, because the stone had suf- 
fered less in his time, I believe, than to-day. In contrast to the 
disintegrated parts, however, stand those portions where the 
water has not mutilated and defaced the rock. Here, instead 
of the peculiar dull steel gray bands, we have the beautiful 
brown color of the inscription as perfect as when the- stone- 
cutter of Darius laid his mallet aside. No granite tablet in 
Central Park or Trafalgar Square could be more perfect. It 
was interesting, moreover, to compare the style of the Behistun 
characters with the somewhat larger letters of the Ganj Namah. 
inscription (Dar. Elv. and Xerx. Elv.) which I had been exam- 
ining at Hamadan the week before. On Alvand the space 
between the lines was 4 inches and each letter averaged nearly 
3 inches in height. At Behistun, where economy of space was 
necessary owing to the length of the inscription, the sharply 
drawn lines were about 1'2 or 1 inches apart, and the clear cut 
letters each about 1Y4 inches (384 cm.) high. The brown 
shellac or varnish made them stand out in bolder relief and gave 
a fine finish to the whole, although I could see no traces of the 
'flakes' of the cement, which Rawlinson speaks of as having 
sifted down upon the narrow ledge; nor again did I observe any 
evidence of letters being preserved by reason of this shellac 
withstanding the water when the rock itself had disintegrated 
beneath (JRAS. x. 193, 0. S.). But this may be still another 
proof that the rock has suffered since Rawlinson's time, and it 
is to be hoped that M. de Morgan will make casts of the entire 
inscription, as I learned in Persia it is the intention of his mis- 
sion to do. My own attempt to take squeezes of certain words 
was a failure, due partly, among other causes, to the wind, 
which prevailed during the four days when I was up on the 
ledge, and was the stronger owing to the height and the 
peculiar formation of the rocky cut. This made me wish for 
more time so as to wait for other conditions. Owing to the 
physical strain of the ascent, for it requires some athletic 
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prowess, and owing to the exciting interest of the work, which 
is somewhat of a tax on the nerves, the element of time is 
necessary for accomplishing what one would wish to do. To 
this I may add that money is likewise an indispensable factor in 
the equation. But above all one must not be hurried. On the 
last day of my stay, for example, after I had finished all I could 
reach or clearly see, I begged the guides to let me use the 
ladder in order to examine some of the less certain readings in 
the upper part of the inscription. This they stoutly refused to 
do on account of the extreme danger from the high wind blow- 
ing at the time. And that afternoon I was obliged to start 
back to Hamadan. But although some points like these had to 
be left, I was glad to find I had been able to examine most of 
the doubtful passages and to prove in general the wonderful 
accuracy of Rawlinson's transcript. To this I shall revert also 
below when I speak of the two or three photographs I took, the 
first I believe ever taken on the ledge and they were ' snapped' 
as I leaned out over the precipice, held by the guides, while 
focussing the camera and hastily taking the picture. Most of 
my time, however, was spent in copying, collating, or verifying 
the readings on the rock itself without resorting to my photo- 
graphic apparatus. I may only add regarding the means of 
ascent in ancient times, that there is not the slightest trace of 
any thing of the kind to-day. If ever there was any, it can not 
have been of a permanent material. Regarding the descent, 
when I had been for hours on the cramped and narrow ledge, 
the going down seemed much more difficult than the ascent, and 
it was a joy each time to hear my faithful Persian servant, Safar, 
call out from below, 'Now you are safe,' when I passed the last 
dangerous place. The unloosening of the tight-bound ropes 
quickly followed with his aid. All had gone well. 

So much for the incidental side. I now turn to the far more 
interesting and important matter of what I was able to note, 
verify or restore. 

Bh. I. 47, &yasat: the reading of each letter is quite clear. 
Bh. i. 51, patranam: reading absolutely certain. 
Bh. I. 6 , v bais/Wa: barring this troublesome word, the 

entire line from -earis gaiOdrn01 dini.Cyamda to tyadlis gaumdtam 
hya is quite as given in Spiegel and Weissbach and Bang, 
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except that the g and it of Gaumata's name are defaced, and the 
y of hya is illegible, owing to the weathering of the rock. The 
question arises with regard to the much discussed word begin- 
ning with vi in the middle of the line. The latter part of the 
word is mutilated, but my memoranda show that we must accept 
two letters after -Nis. The latter I have marked as 'apparently 
a,' the former I noted at first as 'illegible,' but added after- 
wards 'probably right as e.' This shows the bearing of Rawlin- 
son's ' extremely doubtful' as regards the c at least. A photo- 
graph which I took of the first part of the word vitc9baiP-4 is 
interesting as showing that there is no i inserted either before or 
after the 0. This is a matter of importance for future refer- 
ence. I am not unmindful of the various places where this 
word has been discussed in the journals-the most recent is 
Gray, JAOS. xxiii. 56-60. [Regarding abi- or abJ- of abicaris, 
I unfortunately find on returning to America that I had made 
no special memorandum, but my inference from the absence of 
a note is that the text stands as first given by Rawlinson (abi-) 
and also by Weissbach and Bang, because I had the latter 
volume with me on the rock and should probably have recorded 
a variation if there had been one.] 

Bh. i. 66: my memoranda and 'snap shot' photographs of 
portions of 1. 66 show that this line stands as given in the 
received editions, excepting the j in p AtsctmJd and the final me! 
of nacda[rneYi]. But this is a matter of minor importance. My 
'snap shots' also help to assure the accuracy of several other 
words in 11. 65-70; I only wish I had taken more photographs, 
despite the great difficulty in using the camera on the ledge. 

Bh. i. 86, m)W-yakja,?evd (?) etc.: the first letter of this word 
is very uncertain, but the notes which I made upon it on two 
different days seem to confirm the accuracy of the initial m. 
MIy notes on the last occasion remark that the first part of the 
word looks more like in't6 f, , and I twice sketched the remnants 
of the cuneiform characters with a special comment on the very 
scanty space between the mc (?) and the y. My second drawing 
in pencil indicates more especially the illegibility of the m, 
which is inferable, however, from the partial dots that are 
faintly visible, but may be made out with difficulty. The same 
sketch seems to emphasize again the small space between it and 
the y. [On returning to America and gaining access to my 
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books, I find that whereas in JRAS. x. p. xlv. (0. S.) Rawlinson 
says ' there would appear to be a sufficient space for two letters 
between m and k,' he afterwards corrects this statement (JRAS. 
xii. p. ii., 0. S., Appendix; cf. Bartholomae, IF. xii. 132, note) 
by noting 'there is only one character wanting in the word 
ra-ka'uwd.' This later remark would agree precisely with my 
own independent observations.] As to the correctness of y, 
which is not given in any of the editions except in the text of 
Weissbach and Bang and is marked doubtful by them, I have 
no hesitation. Both my pencil sketches of the cuneiform char- 
acters present a ya, and so do my memoranda. The last part, 
-kauv&, of the word under consideration is perfectly clear, -as 
my notes on each letter show. The only Avestan word that I 
can recall that is at all like this dubious mnayak*uvaa is Av. 
mnadkaint7s Ys. 38. 3; or is it beasts of burden, cf. Sk. 2 maya ? 
As to the reading of the two words adam karam, which stand 
before this provoking word, there is no uncertainty. 

Bh. i. 86, aniyam usabdrim: an examination and re-exam- 
ination of the rock proves the certainty of this reading. The 
word-divider precedes the u and is all right. The Ad itself, 
while not clear, can be made out sufficiently well, for I examined 
it on two different occasions, in order to be perfectly sure. The 
S was found to be beyond question, and that without noticing 
the loss of any sign after it in the margin, as Foy, IF. xxxv. 36, 
would assume. The chiselling of -b1rim in the following line 
shows that portion of the compound to be perfectly clear. 
Oppert's original conjecture uac1barim would therefore be sub- 
stantiated. I refrain here from entering into a discussion of 
the derivation of this much mooted word. 

Bh. i. 87, acniyahya asam (sic) [..]dnayam: the form 
aniyahy&, as given, is accurate, though the word is damaged. 
The reading asp.. of Spiegel, Kossowicz and- Tolman, or 
tas'cn[katm] of Fr. Miller, WZKM. i. 222, xi. 253, and as[p&] 
of Weissbach and Bang, though the latter were on the right 
track (cf. Gray, AJP. xxi. 21), must be abandoned. The 
word is simply asam, 'horse' (acc. sg.). The en at the end is 
very distinct; the s is very plain; and the initial a is quite 
clear. To these comments my note-book further adds, 'the 
word-divider after it is quite clear.' Further conjecture there- 
fore is unnecessary and I find my observation as to the m 
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receives additional substantiation from Rawlinson, who read 
.aism. . . dnayam,' but he did not notice the word-divider 
after asamt and consequently vocalized the word erroneously. 
The old difficulty, however, still remains with regard to the 
obliterated prefix of [..]&~nayanm. Over each of the cuneiform 
letters of the legible part, -CZ ta yt mna, I have written 'O. 'K,' 
i. e. ' all right,' in my note-book. But on examining the con- 
jectural pati as prefix in W. and B. I have added a memoran- 
dum 'pati extremely questionable; the initial letter can hardly 
be p at all.' In fact, as my notes continue, ' it is hardly possi- 
ble to read the prefix,' because the rock is so damaged. I 
appended a further note that the appearance of the word sug- 
gested rather [up]Jnaycam or [uz]jnayam. As to form and 
composition neither of these prefixes would be impossible, as I 
have since found on being able to consult the verbal prefixes 
under Vni in my Sanskrit dictionary. But such a restoration 
is quite uncertain, though I tried my best to assure it by exam- 
ining the weathered stone again and again. Whatever the 
prefix may be, the. sense seems clear when combined with the 
new reading asam (ace. sg. for plur., special for general) so 
that the sentence may be rendered aniyahya asanm [up]dnayam 
'I brought up horse(s) for the rest (of the army).' This inter- 
pretation is apparently also in accord with the Elamitic version, 
cf. Weissbach, Achameneideninschriften Zwceiter Art, pp. 63, 
64, and Foy, op. cit. xxxvii. 554. 

Bh. I. 88, exit avail, in hoc loco: the reading of Spiegel, 
Kossowicz, Tolman, Weissbach and Bang, is wrong as far as 
avadd is concerned, and that too despite the fact that Spiegel, 
Keilinschriften2, p. 11, n. 88, is following the authority of 
Rawlinson's revision (JRAS. xii. p. ii., 0. S., Appendix). The 
rock plainly gives avant at this particular point, even though 
(vada occurs often elsewhere in the inscriptions. The m of 
a/vtwn is clear, as is shown by my notes and sketch of the cunei- 
form characters. The v is not quite plain, but can be made 
out. Regarding the initial a, there is of course no doubt. In 
JRAS. x. 211, etc., Rawlinson originally read quite correctly 
'awaeam kdra ' ' that army,' just as in Bh. 2. 20, 21, 41, 46, 
etc. There was no occasion for his departing from that. It 
may be added by way of supplement that the letters -ava of the 
adjacent word [pas]dva are right, though the first part of the 
word is broken. 
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Bh. i. 92-96: the t in naditabaira (I. 92) is legible, and may 
reasonably be removed from italics in our transcribed editions 
of the text. I made an incidental note also that dis'a hadd 
(i. 93) is accurately recorded in our texts, and that akundi 
(I. 96), though defaced, is still legible. There were evidences 
also that the rock has suffered since the days of Rawlinson. 

Bh. 2. 59-61: these three lines are precisely as given in 
Rawlinson and Spiegel. The lacuna indicated by Weissbach 
and Bang in ' na. . avam karam' (i. 61) is wrong and is evi- 
dently due to a misprint (not noticed by Bartholomae, IF. xii. 
135). In printing, the two points .. have presumably slipped 
in by mistake from the fragmentary -iyamananz in the next line. 
This note applies therefore merely to the W. and B. edition. 

Bh. 2. 75 (cf. 2. 79), [das'ma] avajam, etc.: at the beginning 
of this line the y of utjt~a/iy, though faint, is nevertheless to be 
inferred from the indentures or dots that are still quite distin- 
guishable. Recall what was said above on such dots as means 
of restoration. The obliterated word, read as das'Ma or daxs'sna, 
yielded no new results and is equally illegible in both 2. 75 and 
2. 79. At 2. 75 I have merely noted regarding the fragments 
of an internal letter that it 'looks more like an h than it does 
like an S',' but the likeness between the two letters in the cunei- 
form character leads easily to misapprehension, and certainly 
cagsm6a suits the sense, for the loss of an eye or both eyes, 
afflicted as a punishment in addition to other mutilations, is pre- 
cisely what one notices or hears of in remote parts of Persia 
to-day as in the days of King Darius. The sight is destroyed 
by means of a red hot iron brought near to the ball-see, for 
example, A. H. S. Landor, Across Coveted Lands, ii. 191. 
This latter observation may throw some additional light on the 
meaning of acvajam (i. 75). The reading of this word is 
beyond question. So also is duvaraymamriy; but basta addriy 
must now be put in italics in our editions, as I found both 
words illegible-still another proof of the damage done by the 
water since Rawlinson examined the rock some sixty years ago. 
Simply by way of record it may be worth adding that the last 
two words of this line, I. 75 haruvacsiwn kfdrca are in perfect 
condition at present. 

Bh. 3. 87-91: some time was spent in trying to see if any- 
thing new might possibly be got out of the closing lines of the 
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third column, but the action of the water had so completely 
obliterated the words that even the two last words at the bot- 
tom of the tablet were less clear than they were to Rawlinson. 
AMy notes show that dp of [utzmvny]&ajtiy may be inferred from 
the faint remnants of these two letters; the last part of the- 
word is all right. The k of clkariyal'tin is apparently rightly 
read; I have added 'k is best,' but have repeated that it is much 
damaged. 

Bh. 4. 46: so far as the first three words x'ayctliyac vas-nd 

cura[mazddha] are concerned, the reading is as in the texts 
already cited; but I was able to make out the faint remnants of 
Man zada in the divine name. In the fourth word, like Rawlin- 
son, I could only read the latter portion, or -maiy, so there is 
still an opportunity for conjecture, and the suggestion of Gray, 
JAOS. xxiii. 62, to read avvt- mtciy, is as satisfactory a way of 
filling the lacuna as any. The word (eliyaesciy, furthermore, I 
have marked with an '0 . K.' (all right) in my memoranda. 

Bh. 4. 49, avah/ya paruv OactdA . . . : the first two words are 
clear, but the verb is in bad condition. Its introductory part, 
however, can be made out and I have marked the d as '0 . K.,' 
but with the latter part I could do nothing. 

Bh. 4. 50, maniy[a]t[iy]: despite the syntactical grounds 
favoring a subjunctive we must accept a short 4, judging from 
the rock, unless my memoranda have failed me. On the margin 
of my text I have distinctly recorded, ' no space for long a; 
what remains of the t comes directly after y.' 

Bh- 4 51, partva xScayYa[iyJ] . . . &tha a, etc.: the first 
two words are quite clear on the rock; the remnants of the third 
one I read as . . . . eta without looking at either of the printed 
texts of Sp. and W. and B., which I had with me. Rawlinson, 
followed by the later editors, gives only the final Cb, whereas I 
distinctly made out . . . atet independently, as stated. Weiss- 
bach and Bang conjecture [yjt]Cb; but if one is to make a guess 
I should think that [jd]JtJ (cf. Av. Jzdta 'noble born') or 
[&rm]JtJ (Bh. i. 17), as an attribute to rS~ayaGiye7, would be as 
good a way of filling the lacuna as any. With regard to the 
next word, I have noted: ' iha can be made out on the stone 
without question.' The reading, therefore, is -assured, and I 
have marked oavaircsan and astiy as all right; but the nctiy 
between them is no longer clear, although it may be inferred 
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from the appearance of the stone. Accordingly I have marked 
it '0 . K., inferable.' 

Bh. 4. 53, daraya[vaus xsaya]Oiya nftram: the name of 
King Darius is apparently somewhat more damaged now than in 
Rawlinson's time; but that is a minor matter. More important 
is a memorandum regarding the absence of any break before 

fram. In my notes on the margin I have drawn a circle 
around the dots in the W. and B. edition, to indicate that the 
lacuna is to be struck out, and have added a definite memoran- 
dum, 'omit the space; the word nftrarn comes after the word- 
divider that followed [xs'aya]9iya.' Foy's conjecture of add, 
KZ. xxxv, 34, n. 1, is therefore needless. 

Bh. 4. 64, naiy zurakara &ha[m]: the last part of nctiy is 
much broken, but the reading appears to be all right. On 
examining zurakara I first noted ' not wholly clear, as the stone 
is somewhat marred, but still z u r k r does seem all right.' 
On re-examining it the following day in a better light, I added 
that the reading is confirmed. [On looking up Rawlinson I find 
that he gives the cuneiform quite clearly, which again bears out 
-the idea that the rock has suffered since.] As to &ha[m] I have 
marked 'all right' over jha and have added ' probably right' 
over what can be made out of the final m. The printed editions 
have the same. 

Bh. 4. 64, [naiy adam na]imaiy tauma: I was not able to 
make anything out of the missing letters that are indicated here 
by being enclosed in brackets, and I wrote 'absolutely illegible 
to me' over [adam?,]. But on the last day in the strong sunlight 
-I corrected this, by a supplementary remark that 'I fancied I 
could discern the a quite clearly, and remnants of the crossbar 
and upper parts of a d, together with a fragment of the hori- 
zontal wedge and possible traces of the indenture, caused by 
the deep strokes in the nail-heads of an i.' This therefore is 
something towards assuring the accuracy of [adam]. Regard- 
ing the first i in [na]imaiy I have noted that it is ' right but 
broken badly.' As to taum4 there is no doubt. The reading is 
quite accurate, as in all our texts. The next three words, and 
those following, called for much study, the results of which will 
now be given. 

Bh. 4. 64, utpariy b }taRdm upariy: I spent much of my last 
two days in examining this passage, which was one of the 
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incentives for my going to Behistun, because of the bearing of 
the whole sentence on the question of the religion of Darius as 
a Zoroastrian and the faith of the Achaemenian kings, which I 
have discussed in JAOS. xxi. 169, 172-175. I returned to the 
line again and again, studied each word under different lights, 
sketched it, and made rubbings, so far as I could, or dared, lest 
the stone in any way should become injured. Regarding the two 
itpariy's, the first is much damaged and is difficult to read; but on 
the last day I was fortunate in having bright sunlight, so that I 
could examine it well and compare it again and again with the 
similar word at the end of the line. I found distinctly that it 
is upariy (with u) not apariy as has been suggested (e. g. KZ. 
xxxv, 45, n. 1). This first upariy therefore remains unchanged, 
as in Rawlinson. I came to like results as to the second upariy, 
which is more distinct. Over its u in my text and over part of p 
and over y I have written in my book ' all right.' Below the part 
pari I have marked 'much defaced.' But on the following day 
when the sun was bright the word came out quite clearly and I 
appended the note, it is ' all right.' Therefore the second upariy 
must likewise stand, as in Rawlinson. 

I was most anxious, however, to examine the word between 
these two and to find whether it is cbibRam (R.J), abagtm (R.2) 
or aqRdamn (Foy's conjecture)-see my remarks in the article 
already referred to, JAOS. xxi. 169, 172-175. Great care and 
attention were spent in the examination, and after working on 
the individual letters I made it a point to turn to something 
else and then to return again and again to verify my memo- 
randa and my sketches. In the first place, there is no i in the 
word; any such reading as abitRam must therefore be dropped. 
We have therefore to do either with abaRamn or with Foy's 
conjecture arstam, the point being merely whether our text has 
a b or an r, because each of the other letters a.sta2m is perfectly 
clear, as mv memoranda again and again show. The whole 
question between the two mooted letters is whether we have 
the slight horizontal mid-bar of the cuneiform _| r or simply 
the two parallel wedges of the _ b. I must mention at once 
that the shape of the cuneiform character for r on the Behistun 
rock does not exaggerate the middle of the three horizontal 
strokes so much as in the type of our printed editions. I 
noticed this particularly and my photographs taken on the ledge 
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also bring it out. Therefore the middle wedge is naturally less 
prominent, and when defaced by the action of the water, as 

this word has been, it becomes very faint. A moment of un- 
certainty also arises as to whether it be an intended indenture 
or an accidental dot, because of the peculiar brownish mottled 
appearance of the somewhat porous stone when it is exposed to 

the disintegrating water. But each time I returned to the word 
I became surer that Foy is right and r not b is to be read. I 
examined the letter in connection with the other r's in the 

vicinity, when these had suffered from the water, and always 
with the same result. I believe therefore that arcPatlam(4 i. e. 
&rstadn for drstdtdn? ' Arshtat, Uprightness, Rectitude' is to 
be read with Foy and he is to be heartily congratulated on his 
shrewd conjecture. At the same time, I would suggest the 
need of caution in making further conjectures. The days spent 
up on the ledge at Behistun have made me more conservative 
than ever, and in cases of doubt I should generally rely on the 
faithful Rawlinson until the rock itself be examined. 

Bh. 4. 65, ... sakaqurimn etc.: the text in Spiegel, Kossowicz 
and Tolman, partly following Rawlinson, gives upariy/mam 
naiy sakaurintr ..... huvatarn, zura akunavarn; Oppert, Le 

Petuple et lat Langtue Aes 3fdes, p. 183, writes it upariydyarn 
naiy uvarim naiy druvaVtain zaara akunavam; Fr. Mtiller, 
WZKM. i. 60 reads apar0&/jdljna ca0ij s'akaurini [naij a]huwd- 
tam zaura akunavan; Weissbach and Bang present upariy 
&ydm Scaiy scakaurin [)Iaiy] .... huvatain zura akunavam; 
Foy, KZ. xxxv. 45 first suggested a correction of the text, i. e. 

'in apariyayam zu verbessern,' and he altered gakaturinm into 

'l'ukdrirm, and huvatarn into dtu11skaram, (on which see Bang, IF. 

viii. 292); Bartholomae, IF. xii. 130 made the radical conjec- 
ture najy a&1urim naiy duruivatacm; finally Foy KZ. xxxvii. 

557, shifted his ground and made a new guess, clasurim . . . [ai] 
na huvaltarm. I can only add that with regard to s-akaurni sug- 

gestions for altering the text may be practically abandoned. 
The stone plainly gives k D' ia , (?) un r. Regarding the first 
three letters, P ka As, there is no doubt, as a repeated examina- 
tion of the word proved. The ra though is very unclear, but the 

holes or dots of the defaced wedges would allow an r. The 

same is true of i, which looks somewhat like an a, but the dots 
favor an i. The final letter m is marked in my notes as ' even 
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less clear, but the dots would not be against mn;' and on a third 
examination I became still surer of the en. I added a remark 
to the effect that the passage must have suffered since Rawlin- 
son's time. 

As to the first part of the line, which is variously given as 
marem naiy, or ayar nuaiy, etc., I confess that when I first read 
the fragmentary second element I marked it as agreeing with 
naiy in the transcribed text which I had with me. But on 
re-examining the damaged fragment I recorded in my note book 
that 'instead of iyam naiy, it looks more like a long word 
ending in -h)'iy or - jiy-the former, -t'liy, is however better, 
and it seems so to be clear.' Later I added again 'it does 
not look like naiy.' This makes the question of the reading 
naiy just a bit uncertain. [On returning to America and 
gaining access to Rawlinson's draft of the cuneiform characters, 
I am interested in finding that he also has -haiy, and he must 
likewise have had the impression of a longer word as his 
ya .t~h"h'iy(I seem to prove. Yet in his later revision (JRAS. 
xii. pp. viii, 0. S. Appendix) his cuneiform text runs tparaiya 

rnfaara zajya, with which Spiegel and the other editors have 
operated. With such a reading I could only understand upariy 
mrm to mean ' beyond measure ' and compare (as I did some 
years ago) Avestan avi mjim, yaCa-mnyin, Vd. 5.60, 61; Yt. 5. 
127.] But I must refer again to my impression of the defaced 
word, which was similar to Rawlinson's original impression also. 

n[aiy]: regarding the other word after gakautrihn I have 
noted ' the i of naiy(9) after sakaurin? can be made out by the 
dots.' But now, if we begin to hesitate about the nctiy before 
gakaurim, I begin to feel less sure that the word after it is 
nary despite the sense. But perhaps I may return to this some 
day again. 

Bh. 4. 65, [..]uvatam: for this much debated word, formerly 
read . huvatarn, etc., as noted above, I have now some new 
material to offer. The text is indeed much mutilated, but each 
of the letters it v t m is legible, although the final mn is in bad 
condition. On studying the first part of this word, which the 
editions give as . . huvatarn, etc., I noticed that instead of an 
h as is commonly supposed, we have another letter, a character 
that looks more like s. On looking closer, it became perfectly 
clear to me that the supposed g was not S at all but apparently 
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nTl, although this might possibly be a mistaken reading for rt, 

the uncertainty being due to the resemblance between the char- 

acters in the original cuneiform if the horizontal bars are some- 

what marred. The sketch made in my notes, however, looks 

precisely like it6. A further examination of the damaged part 

revealed an apparent mn preceding this, so that we may assume 

that the word began with m. [After coming to this conclusion 

it was interesting to me to consult my PWb. and find in RV. 

2. 106 manwvat ' wie Menschen, wie es Menschen ziemt,' which 
may possibly be of some indirect help in throwing light on this 

difficult passage. Perhaps we might be tempted still further to 

recall likewise Av. manctvaintimn (i. e. atv for tiv in Avestan 

writing), but such a suggestion might be hazardous.] 
Bh. 4. 64, zura ctkunavam, etc.: each letter of these two 

words is legible, and the same is true with regard to each of the 

words that follow in this line. 
Bh. 4. 66, ve[i]Oiyd: this is rightly read, although the vi is 

'broken, but 0. K.,' and it is ' hard to be sure of the final a' 

although it is ' probably correct,' as I have noted in my text. 

Bh. 4. 68, hya aparanm ahy, etc.: these first three words of 

the line are weathered and defaced, but they are rightly given 

in the texts. The same may be said of ' italic' mnartiya of the 

editions, but the word is inferable from the stone. With 

regard to cdraujana, I have recorded ' weathered but 0. K.' The 

subjunctive ahatiy stands as in the editions; so does hyava, but 

it is weathered. Regarding [dltar[ta], the whole word, except 

the internal elements, is 'so weathered as to be practically 

illegible.' 
Bh. 4. 69, ahatiy avaiy ma daugtc avaiy, etc.: the first and 

third words are all right; so also is the first avaiy, although it is 

hard to read. The last part of daugtd is scarcely legible, though 

it may be inferred from the appearance of the stone. The second 

avaiy is illegible. The long word ahifra~tcdiy is 'all right, 
but partly hard to read. ' The imperative parsa is 'almost 

illegible.' 
Bh. 4. 71, 73 (87), vikandhy: 'so best with the letter k, 

not s.' 
Bh . a6, avataiy aurarnazda: the first word is ' apparently 

all right but almost illegible;' the second, or divine name, is 

'inferable;' as to mazdnant(?) of W. and B., I have written 

'illegible' above it. 
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Bh. 4. 77, vikandh[i]dis: the k is 'fairly clear' and 'best 
read so.' The [i] is ' omitted on the stone.' 

By this time the westering sun-for one learns in Persia to 
live by the sun-warned me that I must descend for the last 
time from the rocky height in order to start once again for 
Hamadan and begin my journey to Southern Persia. I was 
loath to leave, but leave I had to at last if I were to carry out 
my plans for seeing Isfahan, Persepolis and Shiraz, and for vis- 
iting the Zoroastrians at Yazd before going to the capital and 
journeying thence to Merv, Bokhara and Samarkand. On 
reaching the plain once more there was an opportunity to urge 
the inhabitants of Bisitun charily to guard their inscription and 
to tell them of the divine blessings which King Darius invoked 
upon all such, and of the curses that were assured if it were 
injured. Time now was up and I left the scene of the great 
inscription on Friday afternoon, April 17, feeling painfully 
aware that I might have accomplished more if my time had been 
more and my means greater, but happy in heart at the thought 
of having possibly contributed something toward our better 
knowledge of the Behistun text, and inspired by the hope that 
an opportunity may in some way be offered me to go again and 
complete such parts as had to be left undone at the moment. 
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